SCAT RAP
–Steve Van Zandt and the Banana Slug String Band

CHORUS
IT….. Starts with “S” and it ends with a “T”
   It come out of you and it comes out of me
   I know what your thinking but don’t call it that
   Let’s be scientific and call it “SCAT”

A squirrel at a nut
It digested in its gut
It came out of it but
It was a piece of scat!

It was a piece of WHAT? (Piece of Scat!)

A coyote ate a bunny
It digested in its tummy
And it came of really runny
It was a piece of scat!

It was a piece of WHAT? (Piece of Scat!)

CHORUS

Look up in the sky
A bird is flying high
Oh! It landed in (someone)’s eye!
It was a piece of scat!

It was a piece of WHAT? (Piece of Scat!)

Bear ate a berry
It was kinda hairy
And it came out real scary
It was a piece of scat!

It was a piece of WHAT? (Piece of Scat!)

Chorus

You can call poo
You can manure too.
But here at Outdoor School.
(we call it) Piece of scat!
It was a piece of WHAT? (Piece of Scat!)
You can find it on the ground
Sometime in a mound
It usually colored brown
It was a piece of scat!

It was a piece of WHAT? (Piece of Scat!)

CHORUS

MAKE UP YOUR OWN VERSE